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PRESENTATION OUTLINE

• My Vancouver credentials
• My Eurasian credentials
• Major types of construction in Canada
• What’s New? Heavy Timber & New Energy Standards



 I am not an engineer or contractor

 Retired Architect, planner, developer, real estate 
consultant

 Adjunct Professor: Simon Fraser University (SFU) 
Centre for Sustainable Community Development

 Worked 10 years for Canadian Government,           
7 years for SFU and  33 years in private sector

 Involved with more than 20 planned communities 
and waterfront redevelopments across Canada

 Have developed ten woodframe and concrete 
construction developments around Vancouver.

website www.michaelgeller.ca                

blog www.gellersworldtravel.blogspot.ca  

email geller@sfu.ca    Twitter@michaelgeller

My Canadian credentials



Some of my projects

Single-family homes on an island; Bayshore Gardens; UniverCity at SFU; Langara Gardens Highrise 

Woodframe condominiums; Furry Creek Golf Community; small duplexes; luxury concrete condominiums



I have been fortunate to visit Russia & Ukraine 
on 9 separate occasions



In 2013 I was invited to Russia to serve on an international planning 
competition jury for Moscow’s new International Financial Centre



I first visited Kazakhstan in 2018 to help select consultants to prepare a new master plan for Astana



In 2019 I first visited Azerbaijan and have subsequently made presentations 
on various aspects of sustainable planning and development in Canada



While Canada can offer lessons to Eurasia



We can also learn from Eurasia

As a part-time journalist and adjunct professor, I often share lessons from Eurasian countries



Construction in Canada



Typical residential development in Vancouver is usually woodframe 
or concrete. We rarely use steel or prefabrication.

It used to be that buildings up to 4 storeys were built of wood, and over 4 storeys were concrete



Although recently prefabricated construction (especially modular) is becoming more popular



Lightweight steel construction is more common in Eastern Canada



Ten years ago, BC government changed the rules & 6-storey woodframe construction is common
(If commercial uses on ground floor, it is concrete construction, as is underground parking.)



While risk of fire is always a concern, new fire safety procedures have minimized number of fires



Most concrete construction buildings were generally highrises 12 storeys or more…



However, in last 20 years, midrise buildings from 6 to 10 storeys have become more common



Elm Park Place by Geller Properties has been a very successful development



In the last few years, we are starting to see more interesting designs and construction in Vancouver



Office buildings are usually concrete construction in Vancouver, 
but steel construction is more common in other parts of Canada



But given its unusual shape this new Vancouver office building is steel construction



Developed in Europe in the 1990s as an alternative to 
concrete — and to boost employment in the forests 
products industry. Europe still leads supply and demand 
in CLT market, but use of CLT is rapidly gaining 
popularity in Canada and across the world.

Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)



Brock Commons is an experimental 18-storey student housing building 
built with CLT heavy timber at the University of British Columbia

Acton Ostry Architects



Mass timber construction is very suitable for 
prefabrication resulting in faster construction



British Columbia is now modifying its building codes to allow/encourage this type of construction.
The government will be pleased to share its experiences with authorities in Kazakhstan.



A number of luxury mixed use and residential condominium projects now being planned



Canadian and BC governments are promoting mass timber construction locally and around the world



Canadian wood technology is now being transferred to Asian countries

New project in Korea                                     Shanghai Xijiao concert hall –Canada Wood Group



‘Net-zero’ buildings create as much energy as they use



European ‘Passive House’ construction is gaining popularity in Canada



• It used to be that lowrise buildings in 
Canada were woodframe and taller 
buildings were concrete

• Now lower buildings are concrete and 
taller buildings are woodframe!

• We can all learn from experiences in other 
countries

• Canada looks forward to sharing its 
planning and construction experiences with 
Russia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan and other 
Eurasian countries
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